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Tournament” in February
2019 – include Nansen,
with jumps in Salisbury,
Connecticut; Brattleboro,
Vermont; and Lake Placid,
New York.
The long range plan is
to hold yearly events to
revitalize the Nordic tradition in New Hampshire, by
building smaller jumps to
encourage interest in the
sport, including a 28-meter
hill for high school jumping in Berlin. New Hampshire is the only state
in the country offering
high school ski jumping
– with Plymouth, Proctor Academy, Merrimack
Valley, Lebanon, Hanover,
Sunapee and Kennett all
hosting teams.
On Dec. 31, 2017, Hendrickson – after sustaining four knee surgeries
– won the U.S. Olympic
Trials, the ﬁrst female
ski jumper to make Team
USA. Meanwhile, chosen
by her peers worldwide to
represent her sport in the
International Ski Federation, Sarah continues to
battle for equal inclusion.
Hendrickson.
“I still have more work
to do to push getting a
large hill event and team
events and even equal
prize money.” Hendrickson also is working hard
to empower young girls
to consider ski jumping –
and interest in the sport
is growing. According to
Bill Demong, executive
director of USA Nordic, in
last year alone, there was
a 32-percent increase in
youth participation with
interest highest among
girls in the Midwest and
East.
Three days ago, at
PyeongChang, two-time
Olympian Sarah Hendrickson ﬁnished 19th, with a
ﬁnal jump of 86 meters.
But her legacy is much
more expansive than the
seconds she spent in the
air and the years she spent
in her sport.
Surely her competitive
mindset and generous
spirit expresses a “Red
Bull” challenge – risktaking founded on belief in
the face of doubt, spurring
a wave of emotion that
can transform an eyesore
on the edge of Route 16 in
the north country of New
Hampshire into an icon
that will bring a community – and a state – together
in ways we have yet to
fathom.
D. Quincy Whitney is a career journalist, author, historian and Nashua
resident of more than 40 years.
Contact Whitney at quincysquill@
nashuatelegraph.com.
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